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Tutorial description:
This tutorial is about searching in text. We give an overview of the different possibilities to search
within documents. Starting from the search in the original documents, different search variants are
presented. One way to increase the speed and flexibility of the query is to pre-process the search
request. But when the amount of data grows, the search in the original documents reaches its limits,
which is why we present the Inverted Index, as it is used typically in Information Retrieval (IR). Different
variants of the inverted index, for the different types of search queries, are presented. Next, the vectorspace-model, together with the cosine similarity and the tf*idf measure is introduced. In this context,
the ranking of result-document is explained. We finish the tutorial with a rough overview over the
different preprocessing mechanisms, to adapt the search to the concrete demands and domains.

Materials to be distributed to the attendees:




Slideset
Refcard with the most useful shell commands in the context of searching.
Practical exercise

Duration: (1 hour)
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